Our creative curriculum topic this half term is ‘A Victorian Christmas’. Below are the homework tasks based on this topic. The children will also receive additional
maths/literacy homework we feel needs consolidating or improving. Please choose 3 or more of the following activities to be completed at any time during, but no later
th
than 15 Dec. Homework will be marked and house points received as it is returned to school. Some of the homework we received last term was of a very high standard so
well done for that! A reminder, if children are using the internet, please don’t allow them to simply copy and paste the work. It needs to be re written in their own words at
their level of understanding to be of any use. Finally, please be sensible with homework; I do realise how busy parents can be and how little time there is. Please do not put
unnecessary strains on your family and family time or create upset and anger due to homework! It’s simply not worth it. Thanks, Mr. Roden.
Create a model to show the working conditions of
children doing various jobs during the Industrial
Revolution. (D.T.)

Research the life of a child worker during the Victorian
era. (ICT)

Pick one item invented during the Victorian era that we
use and take for granted nowadays. (History)

Draw and write about the invention and its inventor.
Consider: when it was invented; what science was
involved; how it changed the world; what inventions it
has led on to.
Up to 20hps

Up to 5hps

Up to 10hps

Write a diary entry for a day in the life of a child
worker during the Victorian times.
(Literacy/history)

Write a discussion/debate text based around the
following question: Should naughty children still get
Christmas presents? (Literacy)

Sketch/draw/paint a scene from Victorian Britain showing
the industrial factories and chimneys of Manchester. (Art)

Up to 10hps

Up to 10hps
Up to 5hps

